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Abstract  

 
Macroprudential policy is a policy that leads to the analysis of the financials 

systems as whole as  of financials individuals including banking. This research 

want to show the effect of macroprudential policy on the development of 

banking credit in Indonesia by using monthly time series data from January 

2010 until June 2017. This research uses several variables namely credits, 

exchange rates, Return on Assets (ROA), Loan to Deposits Ratio (LDR), 

Capitals Adequacy Ratio (CAR) and interest rates. The method used in this 

research is using Autoregressive (VAR). The result of this study indicate that 

macroprudential policy has an effect on the development of bank credit in 

Indonesia. Macroprudential policy that is Loan to Deposits Ratio (LDR) has an 

influence in improving credit development in Indonesia. In addition, the 

change in interest rate from the BI Rate to BI 7 Day Repo Rate affect the 

development of credit in Indonesia. Profit earned and capital owned by banks 

also affects the development of credit in Indonesia. These results are supported 

by Impulse Response Function (IRF) and Variance Decompotition (VD) tests 

where macroprudential policy appears stable in response to credit shocks. 
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INTRODUCTION  
A strong introduction engages the reader in the problem of interest and 

Macroprudential policy is a policy that leads to the analysis of the financial system 

as a whole as a collection  of  financial  individuals  including  banking.  

Macroprudential  policies  can  prevent  and mitigate systemic risk, encourage more 

balanced and quality intermediation function, and improve financial system 

efficiency and financial access. The financial system is a framework or system that 

facilitates savings and loan of funds or money (the function of banking 

intermediation). The stability of the financial system depends on the health of 

financial institutions and financial market stability. The financial system has an 

important role in the economy where the financial system can help reallocate 

resources especially the funds so that excessive funds from the excess funds can be 

utilized by the under-funded parties. 

Banking is one of the economic sectors within the framework of a very 

important financial system role in the economic development of Indonesia. Because 

economic growth will be faster with better banking role. The role of good banking 
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can be seen from the efficiency of each banking. Efficiency is a performance 

parameter that theoretically underlies the entire performance of a company. Ability 

to produce maximum output with existing input. Banking efficiency is one of the 

indicators that can know and analyze the strength of a bank. With the identified 

input output allocation, it can be further analyzed to see the cause of inefficiency 

(Jiang et al., 2019). 

Systemic  risk  becomes  an  empirical  debate  in  various  studies  conducted  

in  developed  and developing countries. Schularsik and Taylor (2012) show that 

the importance of credit as a guide in understanding the financial cycle as well as 

its impact on the crisis. Research from Calderon and Kubota (2012) suggests that 

private capital inflows may encourage a credit boom. In mitigating systemic risks 

not only can be done using one indicator, but a comprehensive set of measuring 

tools (Aaron,2015) is required. Risks can be addressed using macroprudential 

policy instruments, a study conducted by Lim et al. (2011) argue that the increasing 

number of instruments used will be more effective in reducing the procyclicality 

and effectiveness of the shocks caused by the financial sector. The familiarity of 

macroprudential policy in Spain can help in overcoming the increasing credit losses 

during the global financial crisis.A research conducted by Purnawan and Nasir 

(2015) in analyzing macroprudential policy roles in 

Indonesia found that the movement of macroprudential policy components 

done after the 2008 financial crisis is relatively following the average of economic 

conditions, especially in terms of encouraging optimal GWM + LDR policies in 

risk management credit and maintain the volatility of the  rupiah.  Credit  growth  

and  changes  in  the  ratio  of  credit  to  GDP  have  the  best  and  most significant 

signal properties against credit to GDP in almost all policies (Gersl and Jasova, 

2018). A study conducted by Surjaningsih et al. (2014) indicates that the bank's 

liquidity ratio could signal a year before the 2008 financial crisis. 

  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Development of Credit and LDR 

(Source: Financial Services Authority (OJK) 
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Broadly speaking, the development of bank credit in Indonesia has 

increased. In 2010 to 2011 banking credit movement increased, then at the end of 

2011 credit movement showed a decline. In 2012 the movement of credit is lower 

than the previous year. From the year 2013 to June 2017 the movement  of  credit  

shows  its  essence  with  the  continuous  increase  of  credit  by  banks.  The 

movement of Loan to Deposite Ratio (LDR) continued to increase from during the 

observation period although the increase was not significant. In the period 2013 - 

2017 which ranges in the number 83.47% - 89.31%. In 2012, the increasing 

movement of LDR is not accompanied by credit growth, the high ratio of loans 

provided by banks is not responded by credit growth. This is evidenced by the 

decline in loan growth in 2012 than in the previous year although the LDR has 

increased. Increased credit movement is also not accompanied by good banking 

performance, global economic pressures and declining oil prices since mid-2014 

have an impact on the mining sector. These conditions resulted   in   slightly   

declining   credit   growth   (Bank   Indonesia,  2016). The implementation of 

macroprudential policy in managing credit development became the background in 

this research. The focus in this research is to know how the role of macroprudential 

policy in managing credit growth of banking sector. 

 

METHOD  

This research uses Vector Autoregressive (VAR) method. Vector 

Autoregressive was introduced by C. A Sims (1972) as thought of Granger (1969) 

which was then used extensively in econometrics. Granger says if two variables, eg 

x and y have a causal relationship where x affects y then x's past information can 

help predict y. There are several advantages VAR, one of which is a simple model, 

so no need to determine the endogenous and exogenous variables because all 

variables are endogenous. The general VAR equation according to Baum (2013) is 

as follows: 

 

 
 

where  is the vector of the variable K, each model as a function of lag p for 

each variable and always put the exogenous variable . Assumed that  : 

 

and  

 

The method used to know how much influence of exchange rate, Return on 

Assets (ROA), Loan to Deposits Ratio (LDR), Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) and 

interest rate to credit. The equation model in this research is as follows: 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A stable financial system will be able to allocate resources and absorb 

shocks that may prevent disruptions to real sector activities and financial systems. 

The rapid development of credit shows that  the  role  of  banks  is  very  important  
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in  financing  infrastructure  in  Indonesia  so  that  the availability of credit in the 

economy is highly dependent on banking behavior. The instability in the financial 

sector can be affected by internal or external shocks. Such instability can lead to 

credit, liquidity, market and operational risks so that macro prudential policies are 

used to limit the risks and costs that may arise from the instability of the financial 

system.  

 
 
Figure 1. Impulse Response Function Result of Credit to Exchange Rate 

 

The effect of shocks from credit variables, exchange rates, ROA, LDR, 

CAR and interest rates can be seen through impulse response function (IRF) in 

VAR model analysis (see figure 1). The results of the IRF test show that credit 

response to exchange rate shocks is stable and vice versa, the exchange rate 

response to credit shocks is stable in Indonesia. The statement indicates that both 

credit and exchange rate have a great influence in Indonesia. This study is in line 

with book of Green (2018) which states that changes in exchange rates will affect 

the decision on credit. The result is supported by the banking capital that is still 

secure so that credit growth in Indonesia continues to grow. The Indonesian 

banking industry has also developed a number of strategies to deal with the 

weakening of the rupiah exchange rate, in the case of credit channeling of its banks, 

mostly to the micro, small and medium enterprises. 
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Figure 2. Impulse Response Function Result of Credit to ROA 

 

Figure 2 indicates that credit on ROA shocks appears stable and vice versa, 

the ROA response to credit shocks is stable, meaning that both credit and ROA are 

equally influential. This study is in line with the theory where ROA is an indicator 

that indicates that if ROA increases then bank asset has been used optimally to gain 

profit so that ROA and credit have a positive relationship (Kusumasturi,2019). The 

greater the ROA of a bank, the greater the rate of profit achieved so that the bank 

has the opportunity to channel its credit is greater. This study concurs with the 

research of Effendi (2018) which states that ROA has a positive and significant 

impact on credit development. 

 
Figure 3. Impulse Response Function Result of Credit to LDR 

 

From figure 3 we see that LDR responds to stable credit shocks as well as 

on the contrary, credit response to LDR is stable in Indonesia, indicating that both 

LDR and credit have a big influence. This research is in line with the policy of Bank 

Indonesia in Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 17/11 / PBI / 2015 which is to 

encourage economic growth through banking credit growth, adjustment of GWM 
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policy through LDR calculation. This study concurs with the research of Yuliana 

(2014) which shows that LDR has a significant effect on lending. Macro prudential 

policy by using LDR instrument is very influential to the development of credit in 

Indonesia where the higher LDR in a bank hence credit ability which has been 

channeled by banking also higher, this is indicated by the development of LDR 

period 2013 - 2017 which is around 83.47% 89.31% as well as the continuous 

development of credit during the observation period. 

 
Figure 4. Impulse Response Function Result of Credit to CAR 

 

Credit  response  to  CAR  shocks  is  stable  and  vice  versa,  the  CAR  

response  to  credit  is  stable, indicating that both credit and CAR have a big 

influence (see figure 4). Rachman et al  (2018) argues that there are two internal  

factors  that  affect  the  volume  of  credit  granting  CAR  and  ATMR.  Factors  

that  usually influence banking behavior in offering credit are caused by low 

banking assets, high Non Performing Loan (NPL) or a drop in banking capital due 

to depreciation, thus decreasing the ability of banks to provide loans (Kingu, 2018). 

This study concurs with the research of Yuliana (2014) who argues that CAR has a 

significant influence on credit.  

This research is supported by Bank Indonesia Regulation Number 3/21 / 

PBI / 2001 concerning the obligation of minimum capital provision for commercial 

banks, in which each bank is required to provide minimum capital of 8% of risk-

weighted assets procured  by  CAR.  This  regulation  is  supported  also  by  the  

development  of  CAR  during  the observation period which ranges from 18.66% 

- 22.75%. This research is in line with the above- mentioned theory which states 

that the behavior of banks in offering credit is very influential on the CAR so it can 

be said that the greater the value of CAR then the possibility of banks to make credit 

offer is also greater. 
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Figure 5. Impulse Response Function Result of Credit to Interest Rate 

 

Credit responds to interest rate shocks is stable and vice versa, the interest 

rate response to credit shocks is stable. The statement indicates that both credit and 

interest rates have a large influence. This research is supported by research 

conducted by Dawood (2018) who argue that interest rates have an effect on the 

amount of credit in Indonesia.  In  2017,  Bank  Indonesia's  interest  rate decline to 

be 4.50%, this is done to improve banking liquidity. The decline in interest rates 

was responded by banks, so that demand for loans is higher than the previous year 

due to lower loan interest rates. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Based on the results of the analysis using Vector Autoregressive (VAR) method on 

the effect of exchange rate, ROA, LDR, CAR and interest rate on credit, it can be 

concluded as follows: a) Exchange rates have a significant effect both positive and 

negative on credit, this indicates that if there is a change in the exchange rate it will 

affect the development of credit in Indonesia; b) ROA has a significant influence 

both positive and negative to credit, it indicates that if there is a change to the ROA 

it will affect the development of credit in Indonesia; c)LDR has a significant 

influence both positive and negative on credit, it indicates that if there is a change 

to LDR it will affect the development of credit in Indonesia; d) CAR has a 

significant effect both positive and negative on credit, it indicates that if there is a 

change to the CAR it will affect the development of credit in Indonesia; and e) 

Interest rates have a significant effect both positive and negative on credit, this 

indicates that if there is a change in interest rates it will affect the development of 

credit in Indonesia. 
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